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ozmoroid 1 month ago
I want an array of micro wind turbines!

 ·  

What would be REALLY cool is if they could incorporate them into a lawn mower, so 
you could generate power while cutting the lawn. LOL!

 ·  

 

Reply 3

artsysimone 1 month ago
 

Reply

kurtilein3 1 month ago
the thing with wind turbines is that they scale really well. with 3 blades, the length of the 
blades is 3 times the radius of the circular surface they cover. and that surface area is 
proportional to r x r. thats why they build them larger and larger. when you build them 
larger, the additional energy you get grows much faster than the additional amount of 
materials you need to build them, they get more efficient.

 ·  

 

Reply 3

Octoschizare 1 month ago
The micro wind turbines are interesting from a MEMS stand point, but I don't think there's 
any hope that they could ever come close to the power output of a photovoltaic device. 
The main problem is that the because of the shearing forces between a fluid and a 
surface, the velocity of the fluid at the surface is zero, and at a few millimeters above it will 
still be an incredibly small fraction of the wind velocity high above. This is why real wind 
turbines are placed so high up. The fabrication process would also be far more expensive 
than photovoltaic fabrication. The comments about charging real devices is just the shit 
the researchers say to get funding for the project.

 ·  

On the otherside larger turbines take larger winds to start working these small ones 
start with tiny amounts of wind and save a lot of energy as it basically doesn't need 
to be transported to the point of use. 

 ·  
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Julian Poulton-King 4 weeks ago
 

Reply

dxbrit@dr 1 month ago
Liked segment 2! 

 ·  

 

Reply

pe3er 1 month ago
4:15 well sounds like a subitute for viagra

 ·  

 

Reply

tmarti69 1 month ago
As always thanks for listening to our comments, I had a though about follicle stem cells.  
They can be created and implanted, but can only be randomly aligned.  I was wondering if 
hydro gel could be injected as well to serve as a path of least resistance.  Allowing the 
follicle to grow threw it as they mature.  I sent you a YouTube mail posts about BCI 
devices.  I hope you got it?

 ·  

 

Reply

Axel Schultz 1 month ago
What is being said in the video, is in conflict with the text there! You don't know what 
should you do, read or listen! I told you this before but I see nothing changed. I think this 
confusion is also a problem for you not getting more views 

 ·  
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qdragon1337 1 month ago

 ·   Reply 1
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